
FOCUS ON PROGRAMMING



LET SPICEKIT DO THE REST

SpiceKit is a software suite that allows developers 
to reliably and securely deliver applications to 
customers.

You create and develop the core program, and 
SpiceKit handles the rest. Focus on bringing ideas 
to the screen, and we’ll take care of all the 
behind-the-screen logistics necessary to bring 
your product to market.
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LET SPICEKIT DO THE REST

Coming up with an idea and writing code are 
only two of the many steps involved in creating 
a successful software product. SpiceKit handles 
all the other steps so you don’t have to.

SpiceKit brings together the key components 
of security and licensing, registration and 
distribution, sales and payment processing, 
server storage and updates.

Free yourself from the added overhead and 
time-consuming tasks of managing your soft-
ware sales. Stay in complete control of your 
product.
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Distribution
SpiceKit makes it easy to get your software out there using 
Tier IV data services provided by Canela. Directly manage 
trials, updates and in-app sales without waiting for someone 
else’s approval. All this state-of-the-art technology, with 
absolutely no direct costs.

Auto Updating
Your customers can have the latest improvements, addi-
tions, and bug fixes every time they start your program. 
You control when, which, and how often updates go out to 
your users. Stacks, folders, files, and even standalones can 
be easily updated using the SpiceKit update architecture.

Flexible Installers
Create a small, lightweight installer that your customers  
can download quickly, and let SpiceKit download the rest  
of the required program files the first time your customer 
runs their software.

Trial Features
The best way to introduce a potential customer to your  
application is with a full-featured trial. Show off your  
program while remaining protected. SpiceKit gives you  
control over time restrictions and feature limitations.

Security and Licensing
You control the level of security and the types of licenses 
available. A standard sales model allows customers to  
securely purchase the application. If you prefer recurring 
income, offer a subscription licensing option payable via a 
small monthly or yearly fee.

Registration
The in-app registration process is seamlessly integrated 
with your program, providing you with key data about your 
markets. Get to know, and keep in touch with your customer 
base. 

Processing
Don’t waste valuable programming time on bookkeeping. 
SpiceKit gives you the convenience of accepting credit cards, 
without being hit with payment processing fees.

Micro-transactions
Offer additional add-on features in your software, and let 
customers select exactly what they want without having to 
leave your program––a great way to boost revenue.
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paid by developer for integration

paid by developer for auto updates

paid by developer for file hosting

paid by developer for user information management

paid by developer for payment processing

paid by developer for sales tracking

paid by developer for technical support

$

SpiceKit Cost Difference
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Focus on what you do best, let SpiceKit do the rest

For more information contact:

Canela Software, Inc.

+1 310 856 9926

spicekit@canelasoftware.com

www.canelasoftware.com
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